
 Less Measurements Dynamics in QM

Up to this point Strike part of QM

Recall A pure quantum state is given by a normalized
vector 145 E H
A mixed quantum state is given by a matrix
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Which of the two is more general
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Technically pure state QM includes everything
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1 Often Only access to part of a system
Recall reduced states of entangled states

are mixed

2 External voice interactions lead to uncertainty
about what pure state

Necessitates ensemble description
g I 7 it

pure stateprobability

3 Axiomatially Mixed states as the most general
object that contains all statistical information

Gleason's theorem see arXiv quant ph
9909073

measurement
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States evolution

Measurements

1 Projected

Recall Let A At be an observable with A_Zaks's



Set IT 1272 1 Then measuring thisobservableon pure state 147 E Ed yields outcome

as with probability
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By linearity this extends to mixed states i e

the probability to observe as when measuring the
observable A on a mixed state 5 is given by

Ñ h with

Each projector
Normalization

corresponds to
a outcome

Projection valued measure
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Calloutcomes are perfectly

distinguishable

Are PVMs all there is

IOUMS

Recall Projectors have positive eigenvalues show this
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Replace projectors in POUM with positive matrices

Ex such that
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guarantees
positivity of probabilities

number of outcomes

does not have
to

coincide
with

the

dimension of
5

Note ExEx Sai Es unlike III Santa

Obvious Ex T2 is a possible choice of POUM

PVMs POVMS

Example SK POUM 10,22413 a qubit
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DIE physicalese

system is probed by coupling
it to a detector and reading
out the detector

Pictographially
ELLH

Detector Is pure projectivemeasurement

system t discarding the system
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Than that AᵗA 0 A1
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Doestheconvesehold

Can every POUM be understood as coming from
a projeceasement gerspace
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Given a POUM Ex let us construct an isometry
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This is indeed an isometry since
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number of
POUM elements

Due to VᵗV 1 all columns of V are orthonormal
and V can thus be understood as part of
a unitary U on H H such that

Visij aixlvljo cixluljost.ci Ealjs
For this unitary by construction we obtain

i
Every POUM can be understood as a von
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measurement

2 so far Chard of
the larger
Hilbert space



3 I EEmnaps amathenaticalitelude

Above.ve have actually proven more than just the
Normal dilation For a given POUM element Ey
let Ka be sad that Ex Katky i.e Kx is one

of the Etf squareroots of Ex
exists and are related by isometry
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Then we have
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Not in general but let's
assume it for the moment

Above we have proven that for such a map
E 5 Kaskat there exists a unitary UELIH.at

with Ka 2 1410 Consequently we obtain
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Pictographically

Et

Describes the formation of
the state 5 upon observing

outcome

The probability of an outron is given by

PIET tr Eskil reseal

since PG c 1 we see that Ex is trace non

increasing and from Ʃ Ex 1 we obtain
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the map E is trace preserving

We see that
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What we have shown is thus that any map

that satisfies I can be

understood as cong fro a

unitary dynames
and a projective measurement or a large
Hilbert space

Analogously any map I E.intwithI
can be understood as cong fro a unitary
dynamics on a

large Hilbert space and a

discardingof the auxiliary degrees of freedo


